
Trinity Sunday (All Saints 26 May 2013) 

 Paul wrote to the Romans, as we heard, “Hope does not disappoint 

us, because God’s love has been poured into our hearts through the Holy 

Spirit that has been given to us.” (Rom 5.5) 

 Sport has the uncanny knack of instilling the greatest amount of 

hope in a person. Sometimes that hope is unrealistic, but that doesn’t stop the 

fan from hoping. Think about it; even if you aren’t a sport fan you are a 

devotee or fan of something. But think about the fan at the beginning of the 

football season. You have kept track of your team’s developments since the 

end of the previous season. You have tracked the managerial developments, 

kept a close eye on the players in and the out of your squad. You’ve been 

reading your club’s official publications. And oh, yes: even though you don’t 

own the team they are “your squad.” The season is about to kick off. Not only 

are you excited…you are full of hope. 

 The beginning of the season is full of hope. It would be an odd fan, 

maybe not even a fan at all, who would be asked, “Do you have much hope 

for your team this year?” and they responded “No.” This just isn’t the case. A 

fan, one who is a fanatic, has hope in their team. The moments building up to 

that first kick-off, the lights shining, the buzz of the crowd…hope is at its peak. 

Hope for Premier League glory; hope for Champion’s League qualification; 

hope for promotion from a lower league to a higher. There is almost nothing 

like a fan before their team takes the field. There is almost nothing like their 

hope. 

 Now, of course, hope is strengthened or diminished by the success 

or failure of the team on the pitch. There is a massive difference to hope from 

your team winning the first match 3-0 to your team losing that first match 0-5. 

Hope is strengthened with that first victory. Hope is diminished with that first 

loss. But there are more fixtures to come, more games to be played, new 

possibilities for hope to be strengthened and hopes to realized. But, even if 

your team loses every match, it is rare that hope is ever extinguished. I don’t 
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know for sure about here, but I know in the States that it is actually quite 

popular to be a committed fan of a perennial loser. People respect your 

commitment and your ability to continue to hope, especially in the face of 

hopelessness. 

 While it isn’t the same thing, having faith in God is like having hope 

in your football team (and please, feel free to convert all of my football 

analogies to that which hits closest to home for you…I trust that someone 

said to Jesus, at least one, “Do we have keep on hearing about sheep all the 

time?”). Having hope, faith, in God involves cheery optimism; God can do this 

or God can do that! Having hope in God involves deflated pessimism; where 

is God now or where was God when that happened? But having hope in God 

means having an abiding hope. It is strengthened and bolstered, it is deflated 

and diminished but true hope, real hope abides. Having faith means having 

that hope that God is eternally invested in the well-being of this world, in your 

well-being. Having the hope that somehow, in someway, God is in control. 

And maybe most importantly, having the hope, the faith, that God loves you. 

And that that love will be a strength, a comfort and an anchor for you.  

 Where does this hope come from? Well, this morning it seems very 

appropriate to look at one place where this abiding hope does come. As Paul 

wrote, “Hope does not disappoint us, because God’s love has been poured 

into our hearts through the Holy Spirit that has been given to us.” The gift of 

hope in God for so many is like the gift of hope in Tottenham, Arsenal, 

Chelsea, Man U that so many are given in their infancy. We have all seen the 

babe in arms dressed in their father’s or mother’s favourite football team’s kit. 

The baby doesn’t know who Roman Abramovic is or who Alex Ferguson is or 

who Theo Walcott is or who Glen Hoddle is. But there is a very good chance 

that they will grow up for the rest of their lives hoping in the success of that 

team’s kit who they wore in the cradle. 
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 Baptism is like being given hope in that football team. And infant 

baptism is like being given a hope in God comparable to an infant being given 

loyalty and hope in Arsenal or Tottenham. Knowledge isn’t at play here; an 

inheritance of hope is what is at play. An inheritance of hope that will be 

grasped at a certain age. An inheritance of hope that will be a solid base for 

life. An inheritance of hope that one will have to cultivate on their own, with 

their own devotion. But before all of that, it is still a hope given. 

 It would be a very strange fan who was asked, “Do you have hope in 

your team this year?” and they answered “Yes” but couldn’t respond positively 

to any of the following questions: “How did your team finish last year?” I don’t 

know. “Who is the manager of your team?” I don’t know. “Whose your best 

striker or goalie?” I don’t know. “Have you ever seen your team play?” No. 

“Okay, you haven’t been to a live match but surely you have seen them on 

TV.” Nope. “Okay, do you even know the rules of football?” No. “But you still 

hope, believe in your team?” Yes. A strange hope indeed. 

 Our hope in God is so very similar. I can confess to you write now 

that I have hope in Ipswich Town Football Club. At the beginning of every 

season I have hope that they will put together a campaign which will get them 

back into the Premier League. That is my only hope right now; getting back to 

Premier League glory. Once that happens my hopes will be different, but that 

is it for now. But I also have to admit that my hope is less than it used to be. 

Thirteen years ago I became a member of the club, I went to four home 

matches, I read about them either online or in print every week if not daily.  

 My hope has dwindled since then. I can still tell you who their 

manager is but I would have a better chance of naming the starting 11 from 

13 years ago than I would naming the current starting eleven. I check their 

website maybe once a month. I haven’t seen a match for year or so now: not 

just live, I haven’t watched them on the television for that long. I still hope, but, 

my hope isn’t what it used to be. 
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 Well, hope in God has so many similarities. If we don’t know any of 

the stories about God contained in the Bible our hope is going to be like my 

current hope in Ipswich Town: ill-informed and waning. If we never come to 

church our hope in God is going to be like the hope of the person who never 

watches their team play: it is maybe still alive but it isn’t robust and hearty. If 

we don’t experience the presence of God with each other, in the context of 

singing, praying and sacraments our hope is going to be an odd hope indeed. 

We may well be on the verge of abandoning our hope in our home club and 

choosing another or just giving up hope completely. 

 Hope in God, like hope in our favourite team, is kindled and 

strengthened through involvement. Hope, of any sort, is like a seed planted. It 

needs watering, pruning, and sunlight to blossom and grow and thrive. 

 Finally, a difference between hope in things temporal and hope in 

God. Our hope in things temporal is based upon our loyalties and our 

weighing of the facts. It would be a completely misplaced hope for me to 

believe that Ipswich Town wins the Premier League this year. It won’t happen 

because it can’t happen. If Mick McCarthy went public promising just such a 

result I would abandon all hope in the manager and wonder about the whole 

enterprise. I also don’t hope that Ipswich Town will win anything based upon 

the fact that 30-40 years ago they won a European title under Sir Bobby 

Robson. I can’t hope in a current team based upon distant, past successes. 

 And this is where hope in God differs: hope in God is a mixture of 

our own experiences and our knowledge of promises that God has made 

throughout the ages. We need both. We need those promises to be our 

anchor, our point of returning: promises of presence, of forgiveness, of mercy, 

of love, of providence—promises which manifested themselves in gift of 

children, in crossing seas, in healings, in the birth of Jesus of Nazareth. We 

need those promises and we need a reliable person to trust in. But we also, 

very importantly, need the first-hand experience. We need the hope building 
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experience of being at a live match. We need the hope building experience of 

being with God together in worship, in study, in service to our community. We 

need to receive God together; we need to worship God together; we need to 

serve one another because of God’s love for us. Hope in God needs both of 

those things: knowledge of past promises and our own contemporary 

experiences. 

 Hope will live and die on these terms. Today Anton is given a 

priceless gift: the gift of hope in God. We can simply pray that this hope will 

be a solid base for him throughout his life. Simply pray that God will continue 

to shed his grace and mercy upon Anton and his family. And so… 


